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The quantization of the electromagnetic field in a three-dimensional inhomogeneous dielectric medium with
losses is carried out in the framework of a damped-polariton model with an arbitrary spatial dependence of its
parameters. The equations of motion for the canonical variables are solved explicitly by means of Laplace
transformations for both positive and negative time. The dielectric susceptibility and the quantum noise-current
density are identified in terms of the dynamical variables and parameters of the model. The operators that
diagonalize the Hamiltonian are found as linear combinations of the canonical variables, with coefficients
depending on the electric susceptibility and the dielectric Green function. The complete time dependence of the
electromagnetic field and of the dielectric polarization is determined. Our results provide a microscopic justi-
fication of the phenomenological quantization scheme for the electromagnetic field in inhomogeneous
dielectrics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The quantization of the electromagnetic field in a linear
dielectric medium has been the subject of many investiga-
tions since the first treatment by Jauch and Watson [1]. In a
homogeneous and nondispersive medium the photon is asso-
ciated with the transverse part of the field, which can neatly
be distinguished from its longitudinal part. In contrast, in an
inhomogeneous nondispersive medium the transverse and
the longitudinal degrees of freedom get coupled, which ren-
ders the generalization of the quantization scheme to that
case less straightforward. However, the quantization can still
be accomplished by employing a generalized transverse
gauge, which depends on the dielectric constant [2–7].
For a dielectric medium with dispersion the quantization
procedure described above runs into problems. In fact, since
dispersion in a dielectric medium is inextricably connected
to extinction, one should account for the effect of losses in
the quantization procedure. Huttner and Barnett [8,9] were
the first to use the Hopfield polariton model [10] for the
description of a dielectric with losses. To incorporate losses
they coupled the dielectric polarization to a bath of oscilla-
tors, which causes a damping of the polaritons. Subse-
quently, upon assuming the medium to be homogeneous,
they were able to diagonalize the Hamiltonian of this
damped-polariton system, and to establish explicit formulas
for the electromagnetic field and the dielectric polarization in
terms of the diagonalizing operators. As a direct application
of the model they evaluated the change in the atomic decay
due to a dielectric environment [11]. Later on, their work has
been reformulated and extended in various ways. In Refs.
[12,13] a simplified expression for the dielectric constant of
the model was found. An alternative description of the model
in terms of path integrals was given in Ref. [14]. In Ref. [15]
Laplace transformations were employed to simplify the di-
agonalization process considerably. Finally, in Ref. [16]
these transforms were used to formulate the equations gov-
erning the dynamics of the inhomogeneous model, although
a complete diagonalization was not attempted in that case.
As stated above, the treatment in Refs. [8,9] is confined to
the homogeneous damped-polariton model. For such sys-
tems, a systematic use of spatial Fourier transforms greatly
helps in carrying out the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian.
Somewhat later it was realized [17–23] that the quantization
of the fields in inhomogeneous media could be achieved in
position space by adding a noise term to the Maxwell equa-
tions in a phenomenological way. In agreement with the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, one then postulates suitable
commutation relations for this noise term. Accounting for the
Kramers-Kronig relations of the dielectric media is found to
be essential in defining field operators with standard commu-
tation relations. An alternative formulation [24] of the quan-
tization procedure by means of auxiliary fields has been
shown to be completely equivalent [25].
The phenomenological quantization scheme has been ex-
tended to magnetic and to anisotropic media, and to finite
media with gain (see the reviews [26,27] and references
therein). The scheme has been applied to atomic decay
[28–31], to energy transfer [32], and to resonant dipole in-
teractions [33]. The phenomenological scheme has also been
used to study the properties of electromagnetic field opera-
tors in systems with optical cavities or beam splitters [34,35],
and with dielectric slabs [36]. For these optical components
input-output relations have been derived. It was found that
extinction usually has adverse effects on nonclassical prop-
erties of light, such as squeezing, nonclassical correlations
and entanglement [37,38].
Although the phenomenological quantization of the elec-
tromagnetic field in absorptive dielectrics has been very suc-
cessful, its connection to the damped-polariton model has
been established only for the special case of a homogeneous
dielectric medium. In fact, one would like to see whether the
crucial properties of the noise term, which are postulated in
the phenomenological approach, could be derived from the
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polariton model in the general inhomogeneous case, as has
been noted on various occasions [32,33,39]. Since the model
furnishes a precise Hamiltonian description of the interaction
between the damped dielectric and the electromagnetic field,
one would have obtained in this way a microscopic justifi-
cation of the phenomenological quantization scheme. To ar-
rive at this goal, one has to express the noise term in the
canonical variables of the model, so that its properties can be
determined. Once the noise term has been found, it can be
used for the complete diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. In
the following we shall show how this can be achieved by
employing a Laplace-transform technique as in [15,16].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the model is
defined and the equations of motion for the canonical vari-
ables are derived. The Laplace transforms of these are deter-
mined in Sec. III. As we shall see, it is essential to introduce
forward and backward Laplace transforms for positive and
negative time, respectively. Subsequently, in Sec. IV, the
Green functions of the inhomogeneous dielectric are em-
ployed to determine a space- and frequency-dependent
source density, which is the analog of the noise-current den-
sity in the phenomenological quantization scheme. The ex-
plicit form for this source density as a function of the canoni-
cal variables is derived in Sec. V. Once identified in terms of
the canonical variables, some important properties of the
source density can be derived, as presented in Sec. VI. In
particular, we shall demonstrate that the damped-polariton
model can be diagonalized in terms of the source density.
The full time dependence of the electromagnetic field and of
the dielectric polarization density can thus be established.
The paper ends with a discussion and with some conclusions.
II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
As a model for an absorptive dielectric interacting with
the electromagnetic field we adopt the inhomogeneous
damped-polariton system. In this model the polarization den-
sity is a continuous space-dependent variable. The damping
is provided through the coupling to a bath of harmonic os-
cillators with a continuous range of eigenfrequencies. The
bath coupling constant depends both on the frequency and on
the position. The electromagnetic field is coupled to the po-
larization according to the standard minimal-coupling
scheme.
The Lagrangian density of the damped-polariton system is
[9]
L = 1
2
«0E2 −
1
2
m0
−1B2 +
1
2
rX˙ 2 −
1
2
rv0
2X2+
1
2
rE
0
‘
dv Y˙ v
2
−
1
2
rE
0
‘
dv v2 Yv
2
− F = · saXd − aA · X˙
− E
0
‘
dv vv X · Y˙ v. s1d
The electromagnetic field is described by the scalar potential
Fsrd and the vector potential Asrd, with E=−=F−A˙ and
B= = 3A. We choose the Coulomb gauge in which the vec-
tor potential is purely transverse, so that = ·A=0. The dielec-
tric degrees of freedom are described by a space-dependent
harmonic variable Xsrd, with an associated eigenfrequency
v0srd and a density rsrd. The polarization density is given by
−aX, with asrd a space-dependent proportionality constant.
In the Coulomb gauge the scalar potential is a material vari-
able that is given as the solution of the Poisson equation
DF=−«0
−1= · saXd, with suitable boundary conditions at in-
finity. The electromagnetic potentials F, A and the dielectric
variable X are coupled in the usual way, with = · saXd the
bound charge density and −aX˙ the bound current density.
Hence, asrd gives the strength of the coupling between the
electromagnetic fields (or the potentials) and Xsrd. Damping
is introduced in the model through a continuum of harmonic-
oscillator bath variables Yvsrd, labeled by the frequency v.
The coupling to Xsrd is determined by the bath coupling
parameter vvsrd. A schematic representation of the system
and its independent parameters is
Here, P, P, and Qv are canonical momenta, which will be
defined below.
In writing Eq. (1) we have used the same conventions as
in Ref. [9]. In particular, we have refrained from a rescaling
of the physical variables. As is clear from Eq. (1), the density
r could have been scaled away by redefining X and Yv. In
this way we would have been left with the independent (re-
scaled) coupling parameters a and vv (and the frequency
v0). Turning the argument the other way around, we could as
well have chosen different density parameters rX and rY mul-
tiplying the contributions with X and Yv. In that way a
model would have been introduced that seems more general,
but it is not.
Introducing the canonical momenta
P =
] L
] A˙
= «0A˙ , s2ad
P =
] L
] X˙
= rX˙ − aA , s2bd
Qv =
dL
dY˙ v
= rY˙ v − vv X , s2cd
with d a functional derivative in the variable v, we find the
Hamiltonian as
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H =E drS 12«0P2 + 12m0 s= 3 Ad2+ 12r P2 + 12rv˜02 X2
+
1
2rE0
‘
dv Qv2 +
1
2
rE
0
‘
dv v2 Yv
2 +
a
r
A · P +
a2
2r
A2
+
1
r
E
0
‘
dv vv X · QvD+E drdr8= · saXd=8 · sa8X8d8p«0ur − r8u .
s3d
We introduced the notation X8=Xsr8d, and likewise a8 and
=8. The renormalized frequency v˜0srd is defined by v˜0
2
=v0
2+r−2e0
‘ dv vv
2
, where the integral is assumed to be finite
at all positions r.
To quantize the model we impose the usual commutation
relations
fPsrd,Asr8dg = − i" dTsr − r8d , s4ad
fPsrd,Xsr8dg = − i" I dsr − r8d , s4bd
fQvsrd,Yv8sr8dg = − i" dsv − v8dI dsr − r8d , s4cd
while all other commutators of the canonical variables van-
ish. Here, I is the three-dimensional unit tensor, while
dTsrd= I dsrd+ = = s4prd−1 is the transverse delta function.
With these “primary” canonical commutation relations
and the relations between the potentials and field operators,
one can derive the following “secondary” commutation rela-
tions
fEsrd,Asr8dg =
i"
«0
dTsr − r8d , s5ad
fEjsrd,Bksr8dg =
i"
«0
e jkl =l8dsr − r8d , s5bd
where we used Eq. (2a). Notice that these commutation re-
lations are medium independent, because in Eq. (4) we took
the electromagnetic field to be canonically independent from
the material variables X and P.
In the Heisenberg picture the equations of motion for the
canonical variables follow by evaluating the commutators
with the Hamiltonian:
A˙ =
1
«0
P , s6ad
P˙ =
1
m0
DA − Fa
r
sP + aAdG
T
, s6bd
X˙ =
1
r
sP + aAd , s6cd
P˙ = − r v˜0
2 X −
a
«0
faXgL −
1
r
E
0
‘
dv vv Qv, s6dd
Y˙ v =
1
r
sQv + vv Xd , s6ed
Q˙ v = − r v2 Yv. s6fd
In the second equation the subscript T denotes the transverse
part of the vector, which is obtained by a convolution with
the transverse delta function. Likewise, the subscript L in the
fourth equation indicates the longitudinal part, obtained by
convolving with the longitudinal delta function dLsrd=
−= = s4prd−1.
From Eqs. (6a)–(6c) one gets
DA − c−2A¨ = m0Fa
r
sP + aAdG
T
= m0 faX˙ gT. s7d
This equation is equivalent to Maxwell’s equation
− = 3 B + c−2E˙ = m0 aX˙ , s8d
since the Poisson equation for F can be rewritten as
faXgL = − «0 = F . s9d
The equations of motion [Eqs. (6c) and (6d)] for the vari-
ables of the dielectric medium yield a second-order differen-
tial equation for X:
rX¨ + rv˜0
2X = aA˙ −
a
«0
faXgL −
1
r
E
0
‘
dv vv Qv, s10d
or alternatively, with the use of Eq. (6e),
rX¨ + rv0
2X = aA˙ −
a
«0
faXgL − E
0
‘
dv vv Y˙ v. s11d
The change from v˜0 to v0 should be noted here. The first
two terms on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (10) and (11) are
equal to −aE, as follows from Eq. (9).
Finally, the second-order equation of motion for the bath
follows from Eq. (6e) and (6f) as
rY¨ v + r v2Yv = vvX˙ . s12d
The second-order equations (7), (11), and (12) determine the
time evolution of the basic physical variables A, X, and Yv,
which represent the vector potential, the dielectric polariza-
tion density and the harmonic-oscillator displacement den-
sity of the bath. If the initial conditions of A, X, and Yv and
their first time derivatives are given at t=0, these operators
are known at any value of t, either positive or negative.
III. LAPLACE TRANSFORMS
Our goal for the remainder of this paper is twofold. First,
we would like to determine the dynamics of the model and to
find the complete time dependence of the canonical vari-
ables. Second, we want to show how the phenomenological
theory emerges from our model. To that end, we must iden-
tify the elements of the phenomenological theory (dielectric
function, Green function, and noise-current density) in terms
of the variables from the model. Then, after their identifica-
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tion we must show that these quantities have all the desired
properties that are merely postulated in the phenomenologi-
cal approach.
The equations of motion of the previous section constitute
a set of linear differential equations. In this section, we solve
them in terms of their initial conditions, by introducing
Laplace transforms. This technique has been used before in
the analysis of the damped-polariton model [15,16]. In par-
ticular, we will derive an equation for the Laplace transform
of the electric field E, while taking care to eliminate the
Laplace-transformed variables describing the dielectric me-
dium. To that end we shall first solve the Laplace-
transformed equations for the bath variables. Subsequently,
these will be used to obtain an identity that relates the
Laplace transforms of the polarization density and the elec-
tric field. While establishing that relationship, we shall iden-
tify the electric susceptibility in Laplace language. Finally,
wave equations for the Laplace transforms of the electric
field will be deduced. All equations will be valid for an ar-
bitrary spatial dependence of the variables of the model.
For any time-dependent operator V the (forward) Laplace
transform is defined as
V¯ spd = E
0
‘
dt e−pt Vstd . s13d
Obviously, the Laplace transform contains all information on
the time evolution of V for positive t. In the following we
wish to determine the time evolution of the relevant opera-
tors of our model for any time, either positive or negative.
Hence, we also introduce the backward Laplace transform:
V˘ spd = E
0
‘
dt e−pt Vs− td . s14d
Both transforms are defined for all p with Re p.0.
Carrying out the (forward) Laplace transformation of Eqs.
(6e) and (6f), and eliminating Y¯ vspd we find
Q¯ vspd = −
v2
p2 + v2
vvX¯ spd+
1
p2 + v2
fp Qvs0d − r v2 Yvs0dg ,
s15d
with Qvs0d and Yvs0d the initial conditions at t=0. Alterna-
tively, we could have used Eq. (12) as a starting point. Upon
performing its Laplace transformation, we may eliminate the
initial condition for Y˙ v with the help of Eq. (6e). The initial
condition of X is then found to drop out as well, so that Eq.
(15) is recovered.
From Eqs. (6c) and (6d) we find analogously, after elimi-
nation of P¯ spd:
sp2 + v˜0
2dX¯ spd =
a
r
HpA¯ spd − 1
«0
faX¯ spdgLJ
−
1
r2
E
0
‘
dv vvQ¯ vspd + pXs0d +
1
r
Ps0d .
s16d
Insertion of Eq. (15) in the integral yields:
Fp2 + v˜02 − 1r2E0‘ dv v2 vv
2
p2 + v2GX¯ spd
=
a
r
HpA¯ spd − 1
«0
faX¯ spdgLJ + pXs0d + 1
r
Ps0d
+
1
r
E
0
‘
dv
vv
p2 + v2Fv2 Yvs0d − prQvs0dG . s17d
The first few terms at the right-hand side are related to the
Laplace transform of the electric field, which reads
E¯ spd = − pA¯ spd +
1
«0
faX¯ spdgL + As0d . s18d
From Eqs. (17) and (18) it follows that the Laplace-
transformed polarization density −aX¯ spd is proportional to
the Laplace-transformed electric field, apart from terms de-
pending on the initial conditions. We identify the proportion-
ality constant as the electric susceptibility in Laplace lan-
guage:
x¯spd =
a2
«0r
1
p2 + v˜0
2
− r−2E
0
‘
dv v2 vv
2 /sp2 + v2d
. s19d
All parameters at the right-hand side depend on position, so
that the susceptibility is a space-dependent quantity. In this
respect it is a generalization of the definitions in Refs.
[8,9,12,13], which are valid for homogeneous dielectrics.
The susceptibility is an analytic function of p for all p with
Re p.0. Indeed, one can prove that the denominator in Eq.
(19) cannot vanish for any p in the right half-plane. As a
consequence of its analyticity properties, the susceptibility
satisfies the standard Kramers-Kronig relations which con-
nect the real and imaginary parts of x¯spd.
After introduction of the susceptibility x¯spd the linear re-
lationship between X¯ spd and E¯ spd gets the form:
X¯ spd = −
«0
a
x¯spdE¯ spd+
«0
a2
x¯spdHa As0d + rp Xs0d + Ps0d
+ E
0
‘
dv
vv
p2 + v2Fv2 Yvs0d − prQvs0dGJ . s20d
This identity, which relates the Laplace transforms of the
polarization density and the electric field, will be crucial in
eliminating the dielectric variables, as we shall see presently.
As expected, the relationship still depends on the initial val-
ues of all canonical variables [with the exception of Ps0d].
Having succeeded in expressing the polarization density
in terms of the electric field, we would like to establish a
wave equation for the electric field in Laplace language. All
Laplace-transformed equations, which we derived above,
contain terms depending on the initial conditions. Hence, we
expect that the wave equation will contain such terms as
well. In fact, we shall show that owing to the presence of
these terms, the wave equation will be inhomogeneous.
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To derive the wave equation in Laplace language, we
have to use the remaining field-dependent equations in the
set (6). However, instead of Eqs. (6a) and (6b) we prefer to
employ their corollary Eq. (8), or, better still, the equation
which follows by taking the time derivative of Eq. (8) and
using the induction law:
= 3 s= 3 Ed + c−2E¨ = m0aX¨ . s21d
After a (forward) Laplace transformation we get
= 3 f= 3 E¯ spdg + c−2p2E¯ spd − m0ap2X¯ spd
=c−2E˙ s0d + c−2p Es0d − m0aX˙ s0d − m0ap Xs0d .
s22d
As before, the introduction of Laplace transforms has led to
terms depending on the initial conditions. We wish to express
these in terms of the canonical variables at t=0. At the right-
hand side we use Eq. (6c) for t=0 to rewrite X˙ s0d:
X˙ s0d =
a
r
As0d +
1
r
Ps0d . s23d
Upon inserting this relation in Eq. (8) for t=0 we find
E˙ s0d = c2 = 3 f= 3 As0dg +
a2
«0r
As0d +
a
«0r
Ps0d .
s24d
Furthermore, we use Eq. (6a) and (9) to write the electric
field at t=0 as
Es0d = −
1
«0
Ps0d +
1
«0
faXs0dgL. s25d
Substituting Eqs. (23)–(25) on the right-hand side of Eq.
(22), and using the expression (20) for X¯ spd in the last term
at the left-hand side, we finally arrive at the Laplace-
transformed wave equation for the electric field in the form:
= 3 f= 3 E¯ spdg + c−2p2«¯spdE¯ spd = − m0pJ¯spd , s26d
with «¯spd=1+ x¯spd the (relative) electric permeability in
Laplace language.
The differential equation (26) in Laplace language is an
inhomogeneous wave equation. The source term at the right-
hand side depends on the initial conditions at time t=0:
J¯spd = − 1
m0p
= 3 f= 3 As0dg − «0px¯spdAs0d + Ps0d
+ aF1 − «0r
a2
p2x¯spdG Xs0d − faXs0dgL − «0
a
px¯spdPs0d
−
«0
a
px¯spdE
0
‘
dv
vv
p2 + v2Fv2 Yvs0d − prQvs0dG .
s27d
In principle, the electric field in the inhomogeneous wave
equation (26) can be solved in terms of its source. Upon
performing the inverse Laplace transformation, one then gets
an expression for the electric field at any later time after t
=0. However, as noted above, we also need the electric field
(and the other variables of the model) for all times prior to
t=0. To find that information we have to derive the corre-
sponding wave equation for the backward Laplace transform
of the electric field. We shall proceed along the same lines as
above.
The backward Laplace transforms of Eqs. (6e) and (6f)
yield on a par with Eq. (15):
Q˘ vspd = −
v2
p2 + v2
vvX˘ spd+
1
p2 + v2
fp Qvs0d + r v2 Yvs0dg ,
s28d
where the change of sign in the last term should be noted.
Using this equation and following the same steps as above,
we find the counterpart of Eq. (20) as
X˘ spd = −
«0
a
x¯spdE˘ spd+
«0
a2
x¯spdH− a As0d + rp Xs0d − Ps0d
− E
0
‘
dv
vv
p2 + v2Fv2 Yvs0d + prQvs0dGJ . s29d
The susceptibility is given by Eq. (19), as before. The back-
ward Laplace transform of the electric field is slightly differ-
ent from Eq. (18):
E˘ spd = pA˘ spd +
1
«0
faX˘ spdgL − As0d . s30d
Here, as in Eq. (29), several terms have changed sign. Fi-
nally, turning to the field equation, we obtain from Eq. (21)
after a backward Laplace transformation:
= 3 f= 3 E˘ spdg + c−2p2E˘ spd − m0ap2X˘ spd
=− c−2E˙ s0d + c−2p Es0d + m0aX˙ s0d − m0ap Xs0d .
s31d
Substitution of Eqs. (23)–(25) yields as the analog of Eq.
(26):
= 3 f= 3 E˘ spdg + c−2p2«¯spdE˘ spd = m0pJ˘ spd . s32d
The source term in this inhomogeneous wave equation is:
J˘ spd = − 1
m0p
= 3 f= 3 As0dg − «0px¯spdAs0d − Ps0d
− aF1 − «0r
a2
p2x¯spdG Xs0d + faXs0dgL − «0
a
px¯spdPs0d
−
«0
a
px¯spdE
0
‘
dv
vv
p2 + v2Fv2 Yvs0d + prQvs0dG .
s33d
As expected, several terms have changed sign as compared
to Eq. (27). For future convenience we have chosen the sign
on the right-hand side of Eq. (32) to be the opposite of that in
Eq. (26).
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The main results in this section are the expressions (27)
and (33) for J¯spd and J˘ spd. These are the source terms of the
Laplace-transformed wave equations (26) and (32). It should
be noted that these source terms are not defined as the for-
ward and backward Laplace transforms of some operator
Jsr , td, although their notation might suggest otherwise. As a
consequence, their properties differ from other pairs of op-
erators, like E¯ spd and E˘ spd. In Sec. VI we shall return to this
point.
IV. GREEN FUNCTIONS AND SOLUTIONS
OF WAVE EQUATIONS
In Sec. III we have seen that both the forward and the
backward Laplace transform of the electric field satisfy a
wave equation with a source term. To solve these equations
we introduce tensorial Green functions in Laplace language.
The Green function associated to the wave equations (26)
and (32) is defined as the solution of the differential equation
[22,23,26]
− = 3 f= 3 G¯ sr,r8,pdg −
p2
c2
«¯sr,pdG¯ sr,r8,pd=I dsr − r8d ,
s34d
where for clarity we reintroduced the spatial argument of the
permeability. The function G¯ sr ,r8 , pd is the forward Laplace
transform of the standard retarded Green function of macro-
scopic electrodynamics. It is also equal to the backward
Laplace transform of the advanced Green function. The
Green function is analytic for all p in the half-plane with
Re p.0, as is the susceptibility x¯sr , pd [23]. The defining
equation (34) can be read as the statement that the Green
function is the inverse of the operator −f=3 s=3 dg
−c−2p2«¯sr , pdsI · d, which is a symmetric differential operator
in the space of square-integrable vector functions. Owing to
the symmetry the Green function satisfies the reciprocity
relation
fG¯ sr,r8,pdgij = fG¯ sr8,r,pdg ji. s35d
The adjoint equation of (34) reads
− fG¯ sr,r8,pd 3 =“ 8g 3 =“ 8 −
p2
c2
«¯sr8,pdG¯ sr,r8,pd=I dsr − r8d ,
s36d
where the spatial derivatives operate to the left.
In terms of the Green function, the solution of Eq. (26) for
the Laplace transform of the electric field is
E¯ sr,pd = m0pE dr8G¯ sr,r8,pd · J¯sr8,pd . s37d
Likewise, the backward Laplace transform of the field fol-
lows from Eq. (32) as
E˘ sr,pd = − m0pE dr8G¯ sr,r8,pd · J˘ sr8,pd . s38d
The two integral representations [Eqs. (37) and (38)] for the
forward and the backward Laplace transform of the electric
field contain all information that is needed to express the
electric field at time t in terms of the initial conditions of the
canonical variables. The latter show up explicitly when the
expressions (27) and (33) are substituted in the integrals.
The time-dependent electric field is obtained from the in-
tegral representations by an inverse Laplace transformation.
From Eq. (37) we get the electric field for t.0:
Esr,td = −
im0
2pE
−‘
‘
dv e−ivt v
3E dr8G¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0d · J¯sr8,− iv + 0d ,
s39d
where we changed the integration variable from p on the
right half-plane to −iv+h, with a small but positive h. We
formally replace h by 0, so that −iv+h becomes −iv+0.
The electric field for t,0 is obtained from the inverse
Laplace transform of Eq. (38):
Esr,td = −
im0
2pE
−‘
‘
dv e−ivt v
3E dr8G¯ sr,r8,iv + 0d · J˘ sr8,iv + 0d . s40d
The v-dependent integrand in Eq. (39) is analytic for all
v in the upper half-plane. Hence, the integral over v van-
ishes for negative t, since the v-contour can be closed in the
upper half-plane for t,0. Likewise, the right-hand side of
Eq. (40) is zero for positive t. As a consequence, one may
combine the two expressions into a single one, which is valid
for all t:
Esr,td = E
0
‘
dv e−ivt Es+dsr,vd + H.c., s41d
with the positive-frequency Fourier component:
Es+dsr,vd = −
im0v
2p E dr8fG¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0d · J¯sr8,− iv + 0d
+ G¯ sr,r8,iv + 0d · J˘ sr8,iv + 0dg . s42d
Alternatively, one may write
Es+dsr,vd =
1
2p
fE¯ sr,− iv + 0d + E˘ sr,iv + 0dg , s43d
as follows by going back to Eqs. (37) and (38).
We have succeeded now in obtaining the full time depen-
dence of the electric-field operator. As the representation
Eq. (41) shows, the field is a linear superposition of contri-
butions, each with its own time dependence, and with a
weight that is determined by the positive-frequency Fourier
component Eq. (42). The latter is itself a linear combination
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of the canonical variables at t=0, as follows from Eqs. (27)
and (33).
The representation (41) is valid for all t. Hence, consis-
tency demands that the right-hand side of Eq. (41) should
reduce to the electric field (25) in the limit t→0. In Appen-
dix A we show that this is indeed the case. It turns out that
the proof depends on the validity of several sum rules for the
Green function. The latter hold true as a consequence of the
analyticity of the Green function and of its asymptotic be-
havior for large frequencies.
Having determined the positive-frequency Fourier com-
ponent of the electric-field operator, we may try and find the
differential equation which it satisfies. Of course, one ex-
pects this equation to be of similar form as in Eq. (26) and
(32), with a frequency v instead of the Laplace variable p.
Therefore, we introduce the permeability in the frequency
domain as «sr ,vd= «¯sr ,−iv+0d, for real v. Likewise, we
will write x¯sr ,−iv+0d as xsr ,vd. In terms of the permeabil-
ity «sr ,vd we may define the differential operator −f=
3 s=3 dg+c−2v2«sr ,vdsI · d. The positive-frequency Fourier
component of the electric field satisfies a differential equa-
tion containing this operator:
− = 3 f= 3 Es+dsr,vdg +
v2
c2
«sr,vdEs+dsr,vd
=− im0v Jsr,vd . s44d
As expected, the differential equation is inhomogeneous, like
Eq. (26) and (32). Apart from a trivial factor, the right-hand
side contains a source term Jsr ,vd. Since the positive-
frequency part Es+dsr ,vd of the electric field is known from
Eq. (42), (27), and (33), the differential equation (44) may
serve as the definition of the operator Jsr ,vd. Defining
Jsr ,vd in this way we try to make contact with the phenom-
enological quantization procedure, in which an equation of
the same form as Eq. (44) plays an important role [17–23].
Although the equations have the same form in the two theo-
ries, their interpretation is rather different. In the phenom-
enological quantization procedure neither Es+dsr ,vd nor
Jsr ,vd are known at first. To obtain a well-defined theory
one has to postulate several properties of Jsr ,vd. In particu-
lar, one postulates an identity for the commutator of Jsr ,vd
with its Hermitian conjugate. Only after doing so does one
arrive at a meaningful theory. In the present theory we are
able to derive the algebraic properties of Jsr ,vd, as we shall
see later on.
As in the phenomenological theory, the operator Jsr ,vd
may be interpreted as a (frequency-dependent) noise-current
density. Its form still needs to be elaborated in more detail.
By substituting Eq. (42) at the left-hand side of Eq. (44) and
using the definition (34) of the Green function to eliminate
the differential operators, we get
Jsr,vd = 1
2p
fJ¯sr,− iv + 0d + J˘ sr,iv + 0dg
+
v2
2pc2
fx¯sr,− iv + 0d − x¯sr,iv + 0dg
3E dr8G¯ sr,r8,iv + 0d · J˘ sr8,iv + 0d . s45d
It turns out that the operator Jsr ,vd has a more complicated
structure than the positive-frequency Fourier component (43)
of the electric field. Whereas the first two terms on the right-
hand side have the expected form, an additional contribution
shows up, which has arisen from the second term of Eq. (42).
In fact, the operator acting on the electric field in Eq. (44) is
the inverse of G¯ sr ,r8 ,−iv+0d, but not of G¯ sr ,r8 , iv+0d:
the frequency arguments of the permeability do not match in
the latter case. The additional term is proportional to the
imaginary part of the susceptibility x¯sr ,−iv+0d.
The operator Jsr ,vd will play an important role in the
following. Before evaluating it explicitly in terms of the ca-
nonical variables, we will show that it can also be obtained
in a different way. Let us consider, on a par with Eq. (43), the
positive-frequency Fourier component of X. As one might
suppose that it is proportional to Es+d, with a proportionality
constant determined by the susceptibility, we will focus on
the combination
− aXs+dsr,vd − «0xsr,vdEs+dsr,vd
=−
a
2p
fX¯ sr,− iv + 0d + X˘ sr,iv + 0dg
−
«0
2p
x¯sr,− iv + 0dfE¯ sr,− iv + 0d + E˘ sr,iv + 0dg .
s46d
Comparing Eqs. (22) and (26) and taking p=−iv+0 we infer
that the forward Laplace transforms satisfy the identity:
− aX¯ s− iv + 0d − «0x¯s− iv + 0dE¯ s− iv + 0d
=
i
v
J¯s− iv + 0d − 1
v2
f− aX˙ s0d + «0E˙ s0dg
+
i
v
f− aXs0d + «0Es0dg , s47d
where we suppressed the dependence on r for the moment.
Likewise, from Eqs. (31) and (32) we derive for the back-
ward Laplace transforms:
− aX˘ siv + 0d − «0x¯siv + 0dE˘ siv + 0d
=
i
v
J˘ siv + 0d + 1
v2
f− aX˙ s0d + «0E˙ s0dg
−
i
v
f− aXs0d + «0Es0dg , s48d
where we note that the frequency argument in the suscepti-
bility in front of E˘ differs from that in the corresponding
term in Eq. (47). Adding the right-hand sides of Eqs. (47)
and (48) we see that all terms depending on the operators at
t=0 drop out. The resulting equality can be used to evaluate
the right-hand side of Eq. (46), if the susceptibility in front of
E˘ in Eq. (48) is changed to x¯s−iv+0d by hand. The correc-
tion term that is brought about in this way, can be rewritten
by means of Eq. (38). Finally, we arrive at the identity:
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− aXs+dsr,vd − «0xsr,vdEs+dsr,vd =
i
v
Jsr,vd . s49d
Hence, the noise-current density Jsr ,vd can also be found as
the difference of the positive-frequency Fourier component
of the polarization density −asrdXsr , td and «0xsr ,vd times
the positive-frequency Fourier component of the electric
field Esr , td, apart from a trivial factor i /v. Hence, the noise-
current density is due to a noise term in the polarization
density, as has been noted for the homogeneous damped-
polariton model [9], and in the context of the phenomeno-
logical quantization scheme [22,26,36]. In the present model
the noise-current density is a specific linear combination of
the canonical variables, as we shall see below.
V. EVALUATION OF THE NOISE-CURRENT DENSITY
The expression (45) for the noise-current density Jsr ,vd
is rather formal. It depends on the forward and the backward
Laplace transforms J¯ and J˘ . In Sec. III these have been given
in terms of the canonical variables. By using Eqs. (27) and
(33), we are able to express Jsr ,vd in the canonical variables
as well.
We start by evaluating the first two contributions at the
right-hand side of Eq. (45). After substitution of Eqs. (27)
and (33) and adding the two contributions, several terms are
found to drop out. The remaining terms are closely related.
As before, we shall write x¯sr ,−iv+0d as xsr ,vd, and, cor-
respondingly, x¯sr , iv+0d as its complex conjugate x*sr ,vd.
Furthermore, the imaginary part of xsr ,vd will be written as
xisr ,vd. Using these notations, we find from the first two
terms of Eq. (45):
1
2p
fJ¯sr,− iv + 0d + J˘ sr,iv + 0dg
= −
«0
p
v xisr,vdAsr,0d +
i«0r
pa
v2 xisr,vdXsr,0d
−
«0
pa
v xisr,vdPsr,0d+
i«0
2pa
v xsr,vd
3E
0
‘
dv8
vv8
v82 − sv + i0d2Fv82 Yv8sr,0d + ivr Qv8sr,0dG
−
i«0
2pa
v x*sr,vdE
0
‘
dv8
vv8
v82 − sv − i0d2
3Fv82 Yv8sr,0d + ivr Qv8sr,0dG , s50d
where all canonical variables are taken at t=0. It should be
noted that the two integral terms are not the Hermitian con-
jugates of each other, since the signs of the terms with Qv8
do not match.
In the integral term of Eq. (45) we have to insert Eq. (33)
for p= iv+0. The term with the spatial derivatives of the
vector potential does not drop out now, as it did in Eq. (50).
It can be evaluated by a partial integration in r8, which leads
to an expression with derivatives acting on the Green func-
tion. Evaluating these by using Eq. (36), we arrive at the
following two terms:
−
«0
pc2
v3 xisr,vd E dr8 «*sr8,vdG*sr,r8,vd · Asr8,0d
+
«0
p
v xisr,vdAsr,0d . s51d
Here we introduced the notation Gsr ,r8 ,vd=G¯ sr ,r8 ,−iv
+0d [and hence G*sr ,r8 ,vd=G¯ sr ,r8 , iv+0d as well], in
analogy to the notations for « and x. The final term in Eq.
(51) cancels the first term in Eq. (50). Part of the integral
term in Eq. (51) (namely, with x* instead of «*) drops out as
well, when the contribution from the second term in Eq. (33)
is taken into account.
Collecting all terms, we arrive at the following result for
the noise-current density:
Jsr,vd =E dr8HcAsr,r8,vd · Asr8,0d
+ cPsr,r8,vd · Psr8,0d + cXsr,r8,vd · Xsr8,0d
+ cPsr,r8,vd · Psr8,0d
+ E
0
‘
dv8 cYQsr,r8,v,v8d · Fv82 Yv8sr8,0d
+
iv
r8
Qv8sr8,0dGJ . s52d
The (tensorial) coefficients have the following form:
cAsr,r8,vd = −
«0
pc2
v3xisr,vdGT8
* sr,r8,vd , s53ad
cPsr,r8,vd = −
i
pc2
v2 xisr,vdGT8
* sr,r8,vd , s53bd
cXsr,r8,vd =
i«0r
pa
v2 xisr,vdI dsr − r8d
−
ia8
pc2
v2 xisr,vdGT8
* sr,r8,vd
−
i«0r8
pc2a8
v4 xisr,vdx*sr8,vdG*sr,r8,vd ,
s53cd
cPsr,r8,vd = −
«0
pa
v xisr,vdI dsr − r8d
+
«0
pc2a8
v3 xisr,vdx*sr8,vdG*sr,r8,vd ,
s53dd
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cYQsr,r8,v,v8d = −
«0
pa
ImF v vv8
v82 − sv + i0d2
xsr,vdG
3I dsr − r8d+
«0
pc2a8
v3 vv88
v82 − sv − i0d2
3xisr,vdx*sr8,vdG*sr,r8,vd . s53ed
In the first three formulas the complex conjugate of the
Green function GT8sr ,r8 ,vd appears. It is the transverse part
of Gsr ,r8 ,vd with respect to r8, which is defined by the
convolution edr9 Gsr ,r9 ,vd ·dTsr9−r8d. In the last term of
Eq. (53e) the symbol vv88 denotes the bath coupling param-
eter at the position r8 (and the frequency v8). Furthermore,
a8 and r8 stand for asr8d and rsr8d, respectively.
The coefficients in Eq. (53) can be interpreted as commu-
tators. In fact, from Eq. (4) we infer
i
"
fJsr,vd,Psr8,0dg = − cAsr,r8,vd , s54ad
i
"
fJsr,vd,Asr8,0dg = cPsr,r8,vd , s54bd
i
"
fJsr,vd,Xsr8,0dg = cPsr,r8,vd , s54cd
and analogous relations for the other coefficients.
It should be noted that the coefficients in Eqs. (53a)–(53d)
are all proportional to the imaginary part xisr ,vd of the sus-
ceptibility. Furthermore, the coefficient in Eq. (53e) is pro-
portional to the bath coupling parameter vv. In the absence
of absorption the dielectric is not coupled to a bath, so that
vv vanishes. As Eq. (19) shows, the imaginary part of the
susceptibility vanishes in that case as well, at least for all
frequencies that are off-resonance. Hence, all coefficients
(53) are zero in this case, so that the noise-current density
itself disappears. Clearly, the present formalism loses its
meaning for a nonabsorptive dielectric.
As the noise-current density is fully known now in terms
of the canonical variables, we can proceed and derive its
properties. This will be the subject in Sec. VI.
VI. PROPERTIES OF THE NOISE-CURRENT DENSITY
In this section we will determine a few of the properties
of the noise-current density Jsr ,vd. In particular, we will
focus on its commutation relations.
We start by considering the commutator of Jsr ,vd with
the Hamiltonian (3). To evaluate this commutator, we might
use the expressions (52)–(53), employ the canonical commu-
tation relations (4) and evaluate all contributions in a system-
atic way. Owing to the complexity of Eq. (53), this is a rather
tedious task. A more convenient way to obtain the commu-
tator is to use the expression (45) for Jsr ,vd in terms of
J¯sr ,−iv+0d and J˘ sr , iv+0d. The commutators of the latter
with the Hamiltonian can be found without difficulty. In fact,
one gets by evaluating the commutators of Eqs. (27) and (33)
with (3), or more straightforwardly, by employing the equa-
tions of motion (6)
i
"
fH,J¯sr,pdg = pJ¯sr,pd+ 1
m0p
S= 3 f= 3 Esr,0dg
+
p2
c2
«¯sr,pdEsr,0dD , s55d
and
i
"
fH,J˘ sr,pdg = − pJ˘ sr,pd+ 1
m0p
S= 3 f= 3 Esr,0dg
+
p2
c2
«¯sr,pdEsr,0dD , s56d
where the electric field is taken at time t=0. Using these
expressions, we find as the contribution from the first two
terms in Eq. (45) to the commutator si /"dfH ,Jsr ,vdg,
−
iv
2p
fJ¯sr,− iv + 0d + J˘ sr,iv + 0dg+ «0
p
vxisr,vdEsr,0d .
s57d
Furthermore, the last term in Eq. (45) contributes
1
pc2
v3xisr,vd E dr8G¯ sr,r8,iv + 0d · J˘ sr8,iv + 0d
−
«0
p
vxisr,vdEsr,0d . s58d
On adding the two contributions, we see that the terms de-
pending on Esr ,0d cancel. The remaining terms are propor-
tional to Jsr ,vd, so that we arrive at the simple result
i
"
fH,Jsr,vdg = − ivJsr,vd . s59d
To understand how this commutation property comes
about, it is useful to give a somewhat more formal derivation
of the commutator. To that end we start by remarking that for
an arbitrary operator Vstd the commutator of the Hamil-
tonian with its Laplace transform V¯ spd follows directly by
Laplace-transforming the equation of motion in the Heisen-
berg picture:
i
"
fH,V¯ spdg = pV¯ spd − Vs0d . s60d
Writing the analogous equation for the backward Laplace
transform,
i
"
fH,V˘ spdg = − pV˘ spd + Vs0d , s61d
and adding the two equations after substitution of the appro-
priate arguments p, we get
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i
"
H,fV¯ s− iv + 0d + V˘ siv + 0dg
=− ivfV¯ s− iv + 0d + V˘ siv + 0dg . s62d
In particular, one gets for Vstd=Esr , td by comparison with
Eq. (43),
i
"
fH,Es+dsr,vdg = − ivEs+dsr,vd . s63d
Of course, this could not be otherwise: if it did not hold, the
time dependence in Eq. (41) would be compromised. By
invoking the definition (44) of the noise-current density in
terms of the positive-frequency Fourier component of the
electric field, it is immediately clear now that Jsr ,vd must
satisfy a commutation relation of the same form, which is
indeed what we got in Eq. (59).
It should be noted that the commutator expression in Eq.
(55) contains an additional term that differs from that in Eq.
(60). The reason for this discrepancy is that J¯sr , pd has not
been defined as the Laplace transform of some operator
Jsr , td, as we noticed already in Sec. III. Similar remarks
apply to J˘ sr , pd.
Let us now turn our attention to the commutator of Jsr ,vd
with its Hermitian conjugate at a different position and fre-
quency. In view of the general form Eq. (45) it is convenient
to start by calculating the three commutators involving J¯ and
J˘ . These follow by substitution of Eqs. (27) and (33) and use
of the canonical commutation relations (4). The results are
given in Eqs. (B1) and (B3) of Appendix B. As shown there,
these commutators of J¯ and J˘ can be used to prove the com-
mutation relation
fJsr,vd,fJsr8,v8dg†g= «0"
p
v2 xisr,vddsv − v8dI dsr − r8d .
s64d
In an analogous fashion one may evaluate the commutator of
the noise-current density with its counterpart for different
arguments. It is found that this commutator vanishes:
fJsr,vd,Jsr8,v8dg = 0. s65d
As shown in Appendix B, the commutators (64) and (65)
appear as the results of calculations in which several terms
cancel one another. In fact, all nonlocal terms involving
transverse delta functions and Green functions drop out. The
final answers show that Jsr ,vd is a strictly local operator in
its space variable: for all r8Þr it commutes both with
Jsr8 ,vd and with the Hermitian conjugate of the latter.
Moreover, the right-hand sides of Eqs. (64) and (65) show
that the noise-current density is local in the frequency as
well: the commutators vanish for vÞv8. As a final comment
we note that the commutator Eq. (64) is proportional to the
imaginary part of the susceptibility. Hence, it vanishes if
there is no absorption. As we have seen above, the noise-
current density itself vanishes in that case, so that Eq. (64)
becomes a trivial identity.
As demonstrated above, the commutator properties in
Eqs. (59), (64), and (65) follow from the dynamics of the
damped-polariton model. These commutation relations are
the same as the postulated relations of the noise-current den-
sity in the phenomenological quantization scheme [17–23].
Evidently, the status of the commutation relations is rather
different in both schemes. Our results provide a justification
for the postulates in the phenomenological theory.
The collection of operators Jsr ,vd possesses another con-
venient property: together with their Hermitian conjugates
they form a complete basis set for the canonical variables of
the model. It means that each of these variables can be writ-
ten as a linear combination of the operators from the basis.
To prove this statement, we may argue as follows. Let us
tentatively write the vector potential as
Asr,0d =E dr8E
0
‘
dv Jsr8,vd · fAsr8,r,vd + H.c.,
s66d
with as yet unknown tensorial coefficients fA. Taking the
commutator of both sides with fJsr9 ,v8dg† we find from Eqs.
(54b), (64), and (65):
fAsr,r8,vd =
ip
«0v
2xisr,vd
cP
* sr,r8,vd , s67d
so that we get:
Asr,0d =
ip
«0
E dr8E
0
‘
dv
1
v2xisr8,vd
3Jsr8,vd · cP* sr8,r,vd + H.c. s68d
To really establish the validity of this equality, which we
found by merely assuming the general form in Eq. (66), we
insert Eq. (52) on the right-hand side, which then becomes a
linear combination of the canonical variables. Upon evaluat-
ing the resulting integrals with the techniques of Appendices
A and B, we indeed find that only the term with the vector
potential survives, and that the left-hand side is recovered.
Two other examples of identities, which may be checked
in an analogous way, are
Psr,0d = −
ip
«0
E dr8E
0
‘
dv
1
v2xisr8,vd
Jsr8,vd · cA*sr8,r,vd
+ H.c., s69ad
Xsr,0d =
ip
«0
E dr8E
0
‘
dv
1
v2xisr8,vd
Jsr8,vd · cP* sr8,r,vd
+ H.c. s69bd
Similar identities are found to be valid for the canonical
variables P, Yv, and Qv. Since all canonical variables can
thus be expressed in terms of J and its Hermitian conjugate,
these operators must form a complete basis, as we set out to
prove.
The completeness of the set of operators Jsr ,vd and
fJsr ,vdg†, and their properties Eqs. (59), (64), and (65) im-
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ply that the noise-current density is proportional to the di-
agonalizing operator of the system Hamiltonian (3). In fact,
we may write:
H =
p
«0
E drE
0
‘
dv
1
v xisr,vd
fJsr,vdg† · Jsr,vd . s70d
We have checked that Eq. (3) can be recovered from Eq.
(70). This is accomplished by substituting Eq. (52) with (53)
in (70) and evaluating the resulting expression in terms of
the canonical variables. A few details of this calculation are
given in Appendix C. It should be noted that the two expres-
sions for the Hamiltonian do not agree completely: they dif-
fer by a c-number, which corresponds to a zero-point energy.
Now that we have succeeded in obtaining the diagonaliz-
ing operators of our model, we can determine the full time
dependence of the vector potential, the electric field, the po-
larization density, or any of the dynamic variables that we
have considered above. For example, the vector potential at
time t follows from Eq. (68) by substituting the time-
dependent noise-current density e−ivtJsr8 ,vd in the inte-
grand. Inserting the expression (53b) for cP, and using Eq.
(35) we get
Asr,td = − m0E dr8E
0
‘
dv e−ivt GTsr,r8,vd · Jsr8,vd + H.c.
s71d
In the phenomenological quantization scheme an integral
representation of the same form shows up [22]. However, in
that theory the noise-current density Jsr ,vd is a formal op-
erator. In the present model we have an explicit expression
for J at our disposal. In fact, by substituting Eq. (52) we may
evaluate the right-hand side of Eq. (71) in terms of the ca-
nonical variables at t=0. The results are presented in Appen-
dix D. As shown there, the vector potential gets a simple
form when enough time has passed for transients to die out.
In that long-time limit, it reduces to a linear combination of
bath operators only:
Asr,td .
1
2c2 E dr8 1a8E0
‘
dv e−ivt vv8xsr8,vd
3GTsr,r8,vd · Fv2 Yvsr8,0d + iv
r8
Qvsr8,0dG
+ H.c. s72d
This expression has the same form as Eq. (71), with the
noise-current operator replaced by:
Jlsr,vd = −
«0
2a
vvxsr,vdFv2 Yvsr,0d + iv
r
Qvsr,0dG .
s73d
The combination between square brackets is proportional to
the annihilation operator of the bath harmonic oscillators at
the chosen position and frequency. Indeed, Jl satisfies the
same standard commutation relations (64)–(65) as J. The
vector potential thus depends on the bath annihilation and
creation operators only, when all transients have died out.
This result for the long-time limit is the generalization of a
similar finding for the homogeneous damped-polariton
model, which we already discussed [15].
The time-dependent electric field Esr , td could be found in
principle by separately evaluating its transverse part
−Psr , td /«0 from Eq. (69a) and its longitudinal part
faXsr , tdgL/«0 from Eq. (69b), and adding the two contribu-
tions. However, a simpler way to obtain Esr , td is to insert
the solution of Eq. (44) into the general form Eq. (41). In this
way we get
Esr,td = − im0E dr8E
0
‘
dv e−ivt v Gsr,r8,vd · Jsr8,vd
+ H.c. s74d
In Appendix D, it is shown that in the long-time limit the
electric field is given by an expression of the same form as
Eq. (74), with J replaced by Jl. By using the commutation
relations (64)–(65), which are valid for Jl as well, one may
show that the commutator of the electric field and the vector
potential in the long-time limit has the standard form as Eq.
(5a).
As a final example, we consider the time-dependent po-
larization density −aXsr , td. It follows from Eq. (69b) as:
− aXsr,td = −
ipa
«0
E dr8E
0
‘
dv
1
v2xisr8,vd
e−ivt
3Jsr8,vd · cP* sr8,r,vd + H.c. s75d
Substituting Eq. (53d) we get
− aXsr,td = −
i
c2
E dr8E
0
‘
dv e−ivt v xsr,vd
3Gsr,r8,vd · Jsr8,vd
+ iE
0
‘
dv e−ivt
1
v
Jsr,vd + H.c., s76d
where we used Eq. (35). This form for the time-dependent
polarization density shows that it is the sum of a term involv-
ing the properties of the medium through the susceptibility
and a term which is determined by the noise-current density
only. In fact, this is consistent with Eq. (49), which was
written in terms of the positive-frequency Fourier compo-
nents. Indeed, the integrand in the first term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (76) is proportional to the positive-
frequency part of the electric field, as we have seen in Eq.
(74). In Appendix D the time-dependent polarization density
is evaluated in terms of the canonical variables at t=0. Fur-
thermore, it is shown there that the long-time limit of
−aXsr , td follows from Eq. (76) by replacing J by Jl, as was
found above for the vector potential and the electric field.
The expressions (71), (74), and (76) give the complete
time dependence of the vector potential, the electric field and
the polarization density in the inhomogeneous damped-
polariton model. For the special case of a homogeneous me-
dium, the expressions reduce to those given in Ref. [9]. As
we have seen, the implicit dependence on the canonical vari-
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ables at t=0 can be made explicit by substitution of the
noise-current density in the form of Eq. (52).
Now that we have found in Eqs. (71) and (74) the explicit
time dependence of the field operators A and E in terms of
the noise-current density J, we can determine the commuta-
tors fEsr , td ,Asr8 , tdg and fEsr , td ,Bsr8 , tdg for arbitrary t.
Actually, for t=0 we have already determined these in Eq.
(5) and the fact that these commutators are medium-
independent almost directly followed from the standard com-
mutation relations (4). Now that we have integrated out the
dynamics of the material variables, the expressions Eq. (71)
and (74) clearly both depend on the medium through the
Green function Gsr ,r8 ,vd and the noise-current density
Jsr8 ,vd. However, since no approximations were made in
order to obtain the time dependence of the field operators,
their commutators should still be medium independent, and
equal to those at t=0. With the use of Eqs. (34)–(36) and the
Green-function sum rule (A4) one can verify that the com-
mutators fEsr , td ,Asr8 , tdg and fEsr , td ,Bsr8 , tdg indeed have
the medium independent values of Eq. (5). A medium inde-
pendent commutator fEsr , td ,Bsr8 , tdg was also found in the
phenomenological scheme [23], which was the principal ar-
gument in showing that the phenomenological scheme is
consistent with (although not founded on) quantum electro-
dynamics. Finally, it may be remarked that in our theory the
commutators fPsr , td ,Xsr8 , tdg and fQvsr , td ,Yv8sr8 , tdg are
also medium independent; these commutators have no coun-
terparts in the phenomenological theory.
VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
By solving the inhomogeneous damped-polariton model
we have established a rigorous basis for the phenomenologi-
cal quantization procedure, which has been used to describe
quantum phenomena in linear lossy dielectrics with great
success. Up to now such a firm basis was available for ho-
mogeneous dielectrics only, through the pioneering work of
Huttner and Barnett [8,9].
As a tool in our treatment we have used forward and
backward Laplace transformations. With the help of these we
solved the equations of motion for the canonical variables.
The Laplace transforms of the electric field were shown to
obey wave equations with source terms that could be ex-
pressed in terms of the canonical variables at time t=0. Upon
introducing the Green function of these wave equations we
were able to derive an expression for the positive-frequency
Fourier component of the time-dependent electric field. The
latter was found to satisfy a wave equation with a frequency-
dependent source term that could be interpreted as a noise-
current density for the inhomogeneous damped-polariton
model. Explicit expressions for this noise-current density in
terms of the canonical variables of the system have been
derived. By establishing its algebraic properties we could
prove that it is proportional to the diagonalizing operator of
the model. Once we have shown this, the time-dependence of
all relevant operators can be determined. As an illustration
we gave the time-dependent expressions for the vector po-
tential, the electric field, and the polarization density.
In order to show the internal consistency of our results,
we have derived and employed several frequency sum rules
for the tensorial Green function and for the susceptibility,
namely Eqs. (A4), (A5), (C6), (C8), and (C9). The outcomes
solely depend on the high-frequency asymptotic behavior of
the Green function and the susceptibility. In the present
model this behavior is determined by the values of the (local)
parameters a, r, v0, and vv. The Green function sum rules
are generalizations of velocity sum rules that have been de-
rived for homogeneous dielectrics [9,15].
We have expressed all field operators in terms of the
noise-current density operators Jsr ,vd, which also diagonal-
ize the Hamiltonian. These operators and their Hermitian
conjugates were proved to be local both in position and in
frequency: any pair of them commute when taken at different
positions and/or different frequencies. The locality in posi-
tion is not self-evident a priori, as some of the canonical
variables of the model, namely A and P, satisfy a commu-
tation relation (4a) with a nonlocal transverse delta function.
The positive-frequency Fourier component Es+dsr ,vd of the
electric field is nonlocal in space as well: it does not com-
mute with its Hermitian conjugate at a position r8 (and at the
same frequency v). The locality of Jsr ,vd with respect to
the frequency is connected to the validity of a generalized
optical theorem (B7) for the Green function. When the
independent frequency variables in this theorem are chosen
to be equal, it reduces to the standard form of the optical
theorem [22].
The diagonalizing operators are not unique. For example,
if one breaks up the noise-current density in terms of its
canonical elements according to Eq. (52), then for long times
after the initial time t=0 one finds that the field operators are
determined only by the initial bath operators, since time-
dependent coefficients of other canonical variables all decay
exponentially fast. If only long times are considered, Jsr ,vd
can be taken to be proportional to the initial annihilation
operator of the bath harmonic oscillator at position r and
frequency v. We stressed this point in Ref. [15] for homo-
geneous dielectrics. Other diagonalizing operators can be
constructed by transforming the noise-current density Jsr ,vd
with arbitrary unitary transformations Usr ,r8 ,vd, but these
would not have the physical interpretation of noise-current
density operators.
Our solution provides detailed information on the dy-
namical behavior of absorptive dielectrics. This information
can be used to study dynamical processes like spontaneous
emission of guest atoms in inhomogeneous media. For in-
stance, transient effects in emission processes, which we
studied in homogeneous media [15], can now be investigated
in the general inhomogeneous case. Local-field effects,
which by their very nature are brought about by inhomoge-
neities in the medium, form another field of interest for
which our solution may be helpful.
To obtain our results we have employed a Laplace-
transform technique which we used before [15]. An alterna-
tive method, which was adopted in Ref. [9], is based on a
diagonalization procedure due to Fano [40]. We have been
able to carry out the diagonalization of the inhomogeneous
damped-polariton model along those lines as well. Details of
that work will be published elsewhere [41].
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APPENDIX A: SHORT-TIME LIMIT
OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD
In Sec. IV the electric-field operator Esr , td has been
found as a Fourier integral (41), with the positive-frequency
Fourier component Es+dsr ,vd given in Eq. (42). It contains
the source terms J¯ and J˘ , which have been given in Eqs. (27)
and (33) as linear combinations of the canonical variables at
t=0. As a check, we shall verify that the Fourier integral in
Eq. (41) reduces to Esr ,0d in the limit t→0. As we shall see,
the proof will depend on the validity of a few sum rules for
the Green function.
By employing the identity fE¯ sr ,−iv+0dg†=E¯ sr , iv+0d,
and the corresponding identity for the backward Laplace
transform, one may write the Fourier integral representing
Esr ,0d as
1
2pE
−‘
‘
dv fE¯ sr,− iv + 0d + E˘ sr,− iv + 0dg . sA1d
Upon substituting Eqs. (37), (38), (27), and (33), we find that
all terms with Asr8 ,0d, Psr8 ,0d, and Yv8sr8 ,0d cancel. We
are left with the following expression:
−
i
p
E
−‘
‘
dvE dr8G¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0d ·Hm0v Psr8,0d
+ m0vfa8Xsr8,0dgT8 +
r8
c2a8
v3x¯sr8,− iv + 0dXsr8,0d
−
1
c2a8r8
v3x¯sr8,− iv + 0d
3E
0
‘
dv8
vv88
v82 − sv + i0d2
Qv8sr8,0dJ . sA2d
This result can be simplified by considering the integrals
over v. The terms with P and faXgT contain the integral
e
−‘
‘ dv vG¯ sr ,r8 ,−iv+0d. Since the Green function is ana-
lytic for v in the upper half-plane, we may evaluate the
integral by closing the contour in this half-plane. The Green
function satisfies the differential Eq. (34). Now «¯sr , pd=1
+ x¯sr , pd tends to 1 for large p in the right half-plane, as
follows from the expression (19) for x¯. Hence, the
asymptotic form of the Green function for large v in the
upper half-plane has the same form as the free-space Green
function, namely,
G¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0d .
c2
sv + i0d2
I dsr − r8d . sA3d
As a consequence, closing the contour yields the identity
E
−‘
‘
dv vG¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0d = − ipc2 I dsr − r8d , sA4d
which is in fact a sum rule for the Green function [23].
Likewise, one proves
E
−‘
‘
dv v3G¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0dx¯sr8,− iv + 0d
=
ipc2a2
«0r
I dsr − r8d , sA5d
since the susceptibility x¯sr ,−iv+0d behaves like
−fa2 / s«0rdg / sv+ i0d2 for large v in the upper half-plane.
Finally, the contribution of Qv is determined by
the integral
E
−‘
‘
dv v3G¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0dx¯sr8,− iv + 0d
1
v82 − sv + i0d2
.
sA6d
As the integrand is proportional to sv+ i0d−3 for large v in
the upper half-plane, a contour deformation leads to a van-
ishing result.
From the above we conclude that the expression (A2) is
equal to
−
1
«0
Psr,0d +
1
«0
faXsr,0dgL, sA7d
which is in agreement with Eq. (25).
APPENDIX B: COMMUTATORS OF THE
NOISE-CURRENT DENSITY
In this appendix we derive the commutators of the noise-
current density with itself and with its Hermitian conjugate.
We start from Eq. (45), in which Jsr ,vd is given as a linear
combination of the source terms J¯sr , pd and J˘ sr , pd. From the
definition (27) and the canonical commutation relations (4)
we obtain the commutator fJ¯ ,J¯†g as
fJ¯sr,pd,fJ¯sr8,p8dg†g
=
i"
m0
p − p8*
pp8*
s= = − I Dddsr − r8d
− i«0"
pp8*
p + p8*
fx¯sr,pd − x¯sr,p8*dgI dsr − r8d ,
sB1d
where we used the auxiliary relation
E
0
‘
dv
v2vv
2
sp2 + v2dsp82 + v2d
= − r2 +
a2r
«0
1
p2 − p82F 1x¯sr,pd − 1x¯sr,p8dG , sB2d
where for brevity we did not write the position dependence
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of vv, r, and a. The commutator fJ˘ sr , pd , fJ˘ sr8 , p8dg†g is
equal to Eq. (B1), apart from an overall minus sign. Finally,
the commutation relation of J¯ with J˘† is found to be
fJ¯sr,pd,fJ˘ sr8,p8dg†g
=
i"
m0
p + p8*
pp8*
s= = − I Dd dsr − r8d
− i«0"
pp8*
p − p8*
fx¯sr,pd − x¯sr,p8*dgI dsr − r8d .
sB3d
The last term on the right-hand side is not singular for p
= p8*. In fact, it is proportional to the derivative of the sus-
ceptibility in that case. It should be noted that the commuta-
tors (B1) and (B3) are local, as they vanish for rÞr8. This is
not self-evident, since the definitions (27) and (33) contain
nonlocal longitudinal terms. When evaluating the commuta-
tors, one finds that the nonlocal transverse delta function in
the canonical commutator (4a) compensates for the nonlocal
terms in J¯ and J˘ .
Having derived the commutators for J¯ and J˘ , we can de-
termine the commutator of Jsr ,vd with fJsr8 ,v8dg†, by us-
ing Eq. (45). In J¯ we have to substitute p=−iv+0 or p8=
−iv8+0, while in J˘ the argument is p= iv+0 or p8= iv8+0.
Sorting out the various terms, we get three different types of
contributions, namely those containing either no Green-
function factor, or one or two such factors. In the first con-
tribution the terms proportional to s==−I Dd drop out. The
terms proportional to I dsr−r8d cancel as well, unless v and
v8 are equal:
1
4p2
J¯sr,− iv + 0d + J˘ sr,iv + 0d,fJ¯sr8,− iv8 + 0dg†
+ fJ˘ sr8,iv8 + 0dg†
=
«0"
p
v2 xisr,vddsv − v8dI dsr − r8d . sB4d
The contribution with a single Green-function factor is
«0"
p2c2
vv8
v − v8 − i0
xisr,vdxisr8,v8dfv2G¯ sr,r8,iv + 0d
− v82G¯ sr,r8,− iv8 + 0dg . sB5d
Finally, the contribution with two Green-function factors is
found as
«0"
p2c2
vv8sv + v8dxisr,vdxisr8,v8d E dr9G¯ sr,r9,iv + 0d
· h=9 3 f=9 3 G¯ sr9,r8,− iv8 + 0dgj
+
«0"
p2c4
v3v83
v − v8 − i0
xisr,vdxisr8,v8d E dr9 fx¯sr9,iv + 0d
− x¯sr9,− iv8 + 0dgG¯ sr,r9,iv + 0d · G¯ sr9,r8,− iv8 + 0d .
sB6d
The second integral appearing here can be split into two
parts, which may be rewritten with the use of Eq. (34) and
(36). After a partial integration we arrive at the identity
E dr9 fx¯sr9,iv + 0d − x¯sr9,− iv8 + 0dgG¯ sr,r9,iv + 0d · G¯ sr9,r8,− iv8 + 0d
=−
c2
v2v82
Fv2G¯ sr,r8,iv + 0d − v82G¯ sr,r8,− iv8 + 0d+ sv2 − v82d E dr9G¯ sr,r9,iv + 0d · h=9f=9 3 G¯ sr9,r8,− iv8 + 0dgjG .
sB7d
For arbitrary v and v8 this identity has the form of a gener-
alized optical theorem for the Green function. By putting v
=v8 one recovers the optical theorem that has been discussed
before [22]. When Eq. (B7) is used in Eq. (B6), it turns out
that all terms with spatial derivatives cancel, while the re-
maining terms are the opposite of Eq. (B5). As a conse-
quence, we are left with Eq. (B4), so that we have proven the
commutation relation (64).
The commutator of Jsr ,vd with Jsr8 ,v8d can be evalu-
ated in a similar way. As a preparation, one needs the com-
mutators of J¯ and J˘ with their counterparts for different ar-
guments. These operators satisfy the identities
fJ¯sr,pdg† = J¯sr,p*d, fJ˘ sr,pdg† = J˘ sr,p*d , sB8d
as follows from inspection of Eq. (27) and (33). Hence, the
commutators of J¯ and J˘ can be written down immediately by
using Eqs. (B1) and (B3). Subsequently, these commutation
relations can be employed in evaluating the commutator of
Jsr ,vd with Jsr8 ,v8d. We encounter terms with various
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numbers of Green-function factors. The contribution without
a Green function is found to vanish:
fJ¯sr,− iv + 0d + J˘ sr,iv + 0d,J¯sr8,− iv8 + 0d + J˘ sr8,iv8 + 0dg
= 0. sB9d
In an analogous way as above, the terms with one and with
two Green-function factors in the commutator
fJsr ,vd ,Jsr8 ,v8dg can be shown to cancel. This completes
the proof of Eq. (65).
APPENDIX C: EVALUATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN
In order to show how the Hamiltonian (3) is recovered
from Eq. (70), we give a few examples of the calculations
that are involved. We shall demonstrate how the terms qua-
dratic in P and in A in Eq. (3) are obtained after substitution
of Eq. (52) with (53a) and (53b) in Eq. (70). In this Appendix
all canonical variables are taken at t=0.
We start with the term quadratic in P. After substitution
of the appropriate expressions we get the following contri-
bution to the Hamiltonian:
1
p«0c
4 E drE
0
‘
dv v3 xisr,vd E dr8E dr9 Psr8d · G¯ sr8,r,− iv + 0d · G¯ sr,r9,iv + 0d · Psr9d . sC1d
We could replace the transverse parts of the Green functions
by the full Green functions, as P is purely transverse. Let us
now rewrite xisr ,vd as −si /2dfx¯sr ,−iv+0d− x¯sr , iv+0dg.
Subsequently, we carry out the integral over r by means of
the optical theorem, which follows from Eq. (B7) by taking
v8=v. In doing so, the integral with the spatial derivatives in
Eq. (B7) drops out, whereas the contributions with a single
Green function in Eq. (B7) remain. In this way we find from
Eq. (C1):
−
i
2p«0c2
E
0
‘
dv vE dr8E dr9 Psr8d · fG¯ sr8,r9,iv + 0d
− G¯ sr8,r9,− iv + 0dg · Psr9d . sC2d
The integral over the frequency can now be performed with
the use of the sum rule Eq. (A4). We finally obtain the simple
result s2«0d−1edr fPsrdg2, as in Eq. (3).
As a second example, we consider the terms quadratic in
A. From Eqs. (70) with (52) and (53a) we get a similar
expression as in Eq. (C1). The main difference is a factor v5
instead of v3 in the integrand. After performing the integral
over r as before, we arrive at
−
i«0
2pc2E0
‘
dv v3E dr8E dr9 Asr8d · fG¯ sr8,r9,iv + 0d
− G¯ sr8,r9,− iv + 0dg · Asr9d . sC3d
Owing to the presence of the factor v3 we cannot use the
sum rule Eq. (A4). However, we may proceed by adding and
subtracting the asymptotic form Eq. (A3). In this way, the
v-integral becomes:
− E
−‘
‘
dv v3FG¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0d − c2sv + i0d2 I dsr − r8dG ,
sC4d
where we relabeled the position variables. Since the
asymptotic form of the susceptibility for large v is
−fa2 / s«0rdg / sv+ i0d2, as we have seen in Appendix A, one
derives from the differential equation for the Green function
the asymptotic form for large v:
G¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0d −
c2
sv + i0d2
I dsr − r8d
.
c4
sv + i0d4Fs= = − I Dd dsr − r8d
+
m0a
2
r
I dsr − r8dG , sC5d
as a generalization of Eq. (A3). Employing this asymptotic
form in Eq. (C4) one finds by contour integration the sum
rule:
E
−‘
‘
dv v3FG¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0d − c2sv + i0d2 I dsr − r8dG
= − ipc4Fs= = − I Dd dsr − r8d + m0a2
r
I dsr − r8dG .
sC6d
Substitution in Eq. (C3) yields
1
2m0
E dr Asrd · s= = − I Dd · Asrd +E dr a22r fAsrdg2
=
1
2m0
E dr f= 3 Asrdg2 +E dr a22r fAsrdg2, sC7d
which agrees with the contributions in Eq. (3).
Similar techniques can be used to obtain the other terms
in the Hamiltonian (3). Several additional sum rules, with
integrands containing products of the Green function and the
susceptibility, are needed in establishing complete agree-
ment. These are:
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E
−‘
‘
dv v3x¯sr,− iv + 0dG¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0dx¯sr8,− iv + 0d = 0,
sC8ad
E
−‘
‘
dv v5x¯sr,− iv + 0dG¯ sr,r8,− iv + 0dx¯sr8,− iv + 0d
= −
ipc2a4
«0
2r2
I dsr − r8d . sC8bd
Furthermore, one needs two sum rules for the susceptibility:
E
−‘
‘
dv vx¯sr,− iv + 0d =
ipa2
«0r
, sC9ad
E
−‘
‘
dv v3 Fx¯sr,− iv + 0d + a2
«0r
1
sv + i0d2G = ipa2v˜02«0r .
sC9bd
To prove these sum rules one uses a contour deformation and
the asymptotic behavior of the integrands, as before.
APPENDIX D: TIME-DEPENDENT OPERATORS
In this Appendix we show how time-dependent operators
can be expressed as linear combinations of the canonical
variables. As examples we shall discuss the vector potential,
the electric field, and the polarization density.
The time-dependent vector potential has been given in Eq.
(71). By substituting the expression (52) for the noise-current
density, and employing the same methods as used in check-
ing Eq. (68) we derive
Asr,td =E dr8E
0
‘
dv e−ivtHcAAsr,r8,vd · Asr8,0d
+ cAPsr,r8,vd · Psr8,0d + cAXsr,r8,vd · Xsr8,0d
+ cAPsr,r8,vd · Psr8,0d
+ E
0
‘
dv8 cAYQsr,r8,v,v8d · Fv82 Yv8sr8,0d
+
iv
r8
Qv8sr8,0dGJ + H.c. sD1d
The coefficients are
cAAsr,r8,vd = −
1
pc2
v ImfGTT8sr,r8,vdg , sD2ad
cAPsr,r8,vd = −
im0
p
ImfGTT8sr,r8,vdg , sD2bd
cAXsr,r8,vd = −
im0a8
p
ImfGTT8sr,r8,vdg
−
ir8
pc2a8
v2 ImfGTsr,r8,vdxsr8,vdg ,
sD2cd
cAPsr,r8,vd =
1
pc2a8
v ImfGTsr,r8,vdxsr8,vdg ,
sD2dd
cAYQsr,r8,v,v8d =
1
pc2a8
ImF v vv88
v82 − sv + i0d2
3GTsr,r8,vdxsr8,vdG . sD2ed
The expression (D1) gives the vector potential Asr , td for
all t in terms of the canonical variables at t=0. In particular,
it may be used to determine the vector potential for large t,
when all transients have died out. In order to derive this
asymptotic form, one starts by noting that the term with the
Hermitian conjugate in (D1) can be used to extend the
v-integral over the whole real axis. For all positive t this
integral may be evaluated by deforming the contour in the
lower half-plane. If t gets large, the behavior of Asr , td is
dominated by the contributions from those singularities of
the frequency-dependent integrand that are located close to
the real v-axis in the lower half-plane. To find these singu-
larities we consider the contributions from the various terms
in Eq. (D1) one by one. The contributions involving A, P,
X, and P depend on the coefficients (D2a)–(D2c). The sin-
gularities in these coefficients are determined by those of
(the analytical continuations of) xsr ,vd and Gsr ,r8 ,vd. The
Green function GTT8 in Eqs. (D2a)–(D2c) is defined as the
convolution of the Green function G with two transverse
delta functions, one at its left and the other at its right-hand
side. When the susceptibility has a finite imaginary part for
real v, continuity implies that the singularities of x and G in
the lower half-plane are located at a finite distance from the
real v-axis. As a consequence, the contributions from the
terms with A, P, X, and P in Eq. (D1) will die out exponen-
tially fast for large t. On the other hand, some of the singu-
larities of the coefficient (D2e) are really close to the real
axis, as they are given by v= ±v8− i0. The contributions
from these singularities will dominate the behavior of Eq.
(D1) for large t. These contributions are readily evaluated by
calculating the residues. One arrives at the result given in Eq.
(72) of the main text. It shows that the long-time behavior of
Asr , td is governed by the specific combination Jlsr ,vd of
bath operators, given in Eq. (73):
Asr,td . − m0E dr8E
0
‘
dv e−ivt GTsr,r8,vd · Jlsr8,vd
+ H.c. sD3d
As noted in the main text, the combination of bath operators
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occurring in Jlsr ,vd is in fact proportional to the annihilation
operator of the bath harmonic oscillator at r and with fre-
quency v.
The time-dependent electric field Esr , td can be evaluated
in an analogous way. Substituting Eq. (52) in (74) we obtain
an expression like Eq. (D1). The coefficients cEi (with i
=A ,P ,X , P ,YQ) follow from cAi in Eq. (D2) upon multiply-
ing each coefficient by iv and dropping the subscript T (but
not T8) of the Green functions. The analysis of the long-time
behavior of the electric field is completely analogous to that
of the vector potential. One finds an expression of the same
form as Eq. (74), with J replaced by Jl:
Esr,td . − im0E dr8E
0
‘
dv e−ivt v Gsr,r8,vd · Jlsr8,vd
+ H.c. sD4d
Finally, we consider the time-dependent polarization den-
sity. From Eqs. (75) and (52) with (53) we derive an expres-
sion for Xsr , td, which has the same form as Eq. (D1), with
the coefficients:
cXAsr,r8,vd =
i«0
pc2a
v2 Imfxsr,vdGT8sr,r8,vdg ,
sD5ad
cXPsr,r8,vd = −
1
pc2a
v Imfxsr,vdGT8sr,r8,vdg ,
sD5bd
cXXsr,r8,vd =
«0r
pa2
v xisr,vdI dsr − r8d
−
a8
pc2a
v Imfxsr,vdGT8sr,r8,vdg
−
«0r8
pc2aa8
v3 Imfxsr,vdGsr,r8,vdxsr8,vdg ,
sD5cd
cXPsr,r8,vd =
i«0
pa2
xisr,vdI dsr − r8d
−
i«0
pc2aa8
v2 Imfxsr,vdGsr,r8,vdxsr8,vdg ,
sD5dd
cXYQsr,r8,v,v8d
=
i«0
pa2
ImF vv8
v82 − sv + i0d2
xsr,vdG I dsr − r8d
−
i«0
pc2aa8
ImF v2 vv88
v82 − sv + i0d2
3xsr,vdGsr,r8,vdxsr8,vdG . sD5ed
The behavior in the long-time limit is dominated by the sin-
gularities close to the real frequency axis. These singularities
arise from the coefficient in Eq. (D5e). Evaluating their con-
tributions we arrive at the following expression for Xsr , td in
the long-time limit:
Xsr,td .
i
c2a
E dr8E
0
‘
dv e−ivt v xsr,vd
3Gsr,r8,vd · Jlsr8,vd
−
i
a
E
0
‘
dv e−ivt
1
v
Jlsr,vd + H.c., sD6d
with Jl given by Eq. (73). Upon multiplying with −a and
comparing with Eq. (76), we see that the long-time limit has
the same effect on the polarization density as it has on the
vector potential and the electric field: the dependence on the
full noise-current density Jsr ,vd is replaced by a dependence
on Jlsr ,vd.
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